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Yvan None Lawful Neutral
Character Name Player Name Deity Region Alignment

Telepath 3, Conjurer 2 Elan / Humanoid
Medium / 5 ft. x
5 ft. 5' 7" / 174 lbs. Normal

CLASS RACE SIZE / FACE HEIGHT / WEIGHT VISION

5 (4) 15000 / 23000 40 Male Brown
Salt n Pepper,
Unkempt 20

Character Level (CR) EXP/NEXT LEVEL AGE GENDER EYES HAIR Points

WOUNDS/CURRENT HP SUBDUAL DAMAGE DAMAGE REDUCTION SPEED

HP
hit points

22 Walk 30 ft.

AC
armor class

11 : 10 : 11 = 10 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0
TOTAL FLAT TOUCH BASE ARMOR

BONUS
SHIELD
BONUS

STAT SIZE NATURAL
ARMOR

DEFLEC-
TION

DODGE Morale Insight Sacred Profane MISC

INITIATIVE
modifier

+3 = +1 + +2 0 +0 0
TOTAL DEX

MODIFIER
MISC

MODIFIER
MISS

CHANCE
Arcane
Spell

Failure

ARMOR
CHECK

PENALTY

SPELL
RESIST

ABILITY NAME ABILITY
SCORE

EQUIPPED
SCORE

ABILITY
MODIFIER

ABILITY
DAMAGE

PENALTY

STR
Strength

8 -1

DEX
Dexterity

12 +1

CON
Constitution

12 +1

INT
Intelligence

19 +4

WIS
Wisdom

12 +1

CHA
Charisma

14 +2

Encumbrance Light

SAVING THROWS TOTAL BASE
SAVE

ABILITY MAGIC MISC EPIC TEMP

FORTITUDE
(constitution)

+2 = +1 + +1 + +0 + +0 + +0 +

REFLEX
(dexterity)

+2 = +1 + +1 + +0 + +0 + +0 +

WILL
(wisdom)

+7 = +6 + +1 + +0 + +0 + +0 +

TOTAL BASE ATTACK BONUS STAT SIZE MISC EPIC TEMP

MELEE
attack bonus

+1 = +2 + -1 + +0 + +0 + 0 +

RANGED
attack bonus

+3 = +2 + +1 + +0 + +0 + 0 +

CMB
attack bonus

+1 = +2 + -1 + +0 + + +

GRAPPLE TRIP DISARM SUNDER
BULL
RUSH OVERRUN

CMB +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1

CMD 12 12 12 12 12 12

HAND TYPE SIZE CRITICAL REACH*Crossbow (Light)
Both P M 19-20/x2 5 ft.

Range: 30 ft. To Hit: +3 Damage: 1d8
80 ft. 160 ft. 240 ft. 320 ft. 400 ft.

TH +3 +1 -1 -3 -5
Dam 1d8 1d8 1d8 1d8 1d8

480 ft. 560 ft. 640 ft. 720 ft. 800 ft.
TH -7 -9 -11 -13 -15

Dam 1d8 1d8 1d8 1d8 1d8

*: weapon is equipped
1H-P: One handed, in primary hand. 1H-O: One handed, in off hand. 2H: Two handed. 2W-P-(OH): 2 weapons, primary hand (off
hand weapon is heavy). 2W-P-(OL): 2 weapons, primary hand (off hand weapon is light). 2W-OH: 2 weapons, off hand.

Psionics
Base PP: 11 BonusPP: 10 Total PP: 21 Current PP:

TOTAL SKILLPOINTS: 30 SKILLS MAX RANKS: 5/5

SKILL NAME KEY ABILITY SKILL
MODIFIER

ABILITY
MODIFIER

RANKS MISC
MODIFIER

✓ Acrobatics DEX 1 = 1
✓ Appraise INT 4 = 4
✓ Bluff CHA 1 = 2 + -1
✓ Climb STR -1 = -1
✓ Craft (Untrained) INT 4 = 4
✓ Diplomacy CHA 1 = 2 + -1
✓ Disguise CHA 1 = 2 + -1
✓ Escape Artist DEX 1 = 1
✓ Fly DEX 1 = 1
✓ Heal WIS 1 = 1
✓ Intimidate CHA 1 = 2 + -1

Knowledge (Arcana) INT 12 = 4 + 5 + 3
Knowledge (History) INT 12 = 4 + 5 + 3
Knowledge (Planes) INT 12 = 4 + 5 + 3
Knowledge (Psionics) INT 12 = 4 + 5 + 3

✓ Perception WIS 6 = 1 + 5
✓ Perform (Untrained) CHA 1 = 2 + -1
✓ Ride DEX 1 = 1
✓ Sense Motive WIS 3 = 1 + 2

Spellcraft INT 12 = 4 + 5 + 3
✓ Stealth DEX 1 = 1
✓ Survival WIS 1 = 1
✓ Swim STR -1 = -1

Use Magic Device CHA 10 = 2 + 5 + 3
= + +

= + +

✓: can be used untrained. ✗: exclusive skills. *: Skill Mastery.

Conditional Skill Modifiers:
-1 to all CHA skills, except with other elan [Already includes the
penalty]

Acid Dart
Uses per day ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏

Acid Dart (Sp):As a standard action, you can unleash an acid dart targeting any foe within 30 feet as a
ranged touch attack. The acid dart deals 1d6+1 points of acid damage. You can use this ability 7 times per
day. [Paizo Inc. - Core Rulebook, p.80]
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EQUIPMENT
ITEM LOCATION QTY WT / COST

Crossbow (Light) Equipped 1 4 / 35

Robe Equipped 1 0 / 0

Bolt, Crossbow
❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏
❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏
❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏
❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏ ❏❏❏❏❏

Equipped 100 0.1 (10) /
0.1 (10)

TOTAL WEIGHT CARRIED/VALUE 14 lbs. 45gp

WEIGHT ALLOWANCE
Light 26 Medium 53 Heavy 80

Lift over head 80 Lift off ground 160 Push / Drag 400

MONEY
Total= 0 gp [Unspent Funds = 955 gp]

MAGIC

Languages
Abyssal, Celestial, Common, Daemon, Infernal

Other Companions

Traits
Dangerously Curious [Paizo Inc. - Advanced

Player's Guide, p.329]
You have always been intrigued by magic, possibly because you were the child of

a magician or priest. You often snuck into your parent's laboratory or shrine to tinker
with spell components and magic devices, and often caused quite a bit of damage and
headaches for your parent as a result. You gain a +1 trait bonus on Use Magic Device
checks, and Use Magic Device is always a class skill for you.
Psionic Knack (Psion) [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.299]
Gain +2 to manifester level in chosen class, up to your current Hit Dice.

Special Attacks
Acid Dart (Sp) [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.80]
As a standard action, you can unleash an acid dart targeting any foe within 30 feet

as a ranged touch attack. The acid dart deals 1d6+1 points of acid damage. You can
use this ability 7 times per day.

Special Qualities
Aberrant Nature (Ex) [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.14]
-1 penalty to CHA-based skill checks when dealing with non-Elans.

Arcane Bond (Su) [Paizo Inc. - Core
Rulebook, p.78]

You have selected to establish a powerful arcane bond with a creature.
Cantrips [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.79]
You can prepare a number of cantrips, or 0-level spells, each day. These spells are

cast like any other spell, but they are not expended when cast and may be used again.
You can prepare a cantrip from a prohibited school, but it uses up two of your available
slots.
Conjuration School [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.80]
You have chosen to specialize in conjuration spells.

Enchantment Opposition School [Paizo Inc. - Core
Rulebook, p.78]

You have chosen enchantment spells as an opposition school. Preparing an
enchantment spell takes up two spell slots of the same level. You take a -4 penalty

on any skill checks made when crafting a magic item that has an enchantment spell
as a prerequisite.
Evocation Opposition School [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.78]
You have chosen evocation spells as an opposition school. Preparing an evocation

spell takes up two spell slots of the same level. You take a -4 penalty on any skill checks
made when crafting a magic item that has an evocation spell as a prerequisite.
Familiar [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.82]
A familiar grants special abilities to its master. These special abilities apply only when

the master and familiar are within 1 mile of each other.
Mental Intrusion (Ex) [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.52]
Increase the save DC of any mind-affecting power you manifest by 1 for every 2 pp

spent augmenting the power.
Naturally Psionic [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.10]
Gain the Wild Talent feat, or Psionic Talent if levels in a psionic class taken.

Psionic [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.26]

Total Power Points 21; Base Power Points 11; Bonus Power Points 10
Psionic Aptitude [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.10]
Can gain 1 power point instead of 1 hit point or 1 skill rank when taking a level in

a favored class.
Psion Manifesting [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.50]
Psion Powers Known: 7; Psion Maximum Power Level Known: 2

Repletion (Su) [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.14]

Spend 1 power point to not need to eat or drink for 24 hours.
Resilience (Su) [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.14]
As immediate action, reduce damage about to be taken by 2 per 1 power point spent.

Resistance (Su) [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.14]

As immediate action, spend 1 power point to gain +4 on saves until next action.
Summoner's Charm (Su) [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.80]
When casting Conjuration (summoning) spells the duration is increased by 1 rounds.

Telepathy Discipline [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.24]

You have chosen to specialize in Telepathy powers.

Feats
Psicrystal Affinity [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.109]
Obtain a psicrystal

Psicrystal Containment [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.111]

Your psicrystal can hold a psionic focus

Scholarly Discipline [Dreamscarred Press -
Ultimate Psionics, p.116]

Your psion manifester level and wizard caster level gain a +2 bonus as long as this
bonus doesn't raise your manifester level or caster level above your current Hit Dice.
[NOT IMPLEMENTED]

Toppling Spell [Paizo Inc. - Ultimate
Magic, p.158]

Your spells with the force descriptor knock the affected creatures prone.

The impact of your force spell is strong enough to knock the target prone. If the target
takes damage, fails its saving throw, or is moved by your force spell, make a trip check
against the target, using your caster level plus your casting ability score bonus (Wisdom
for clerics, Intelligence for wizards, and so on). This does not provoke an attack of
opportunity. If the check fails, the target cannot attempt to trip you or the force effect in
response. A toppling spell only affects spells with the force descriptor. A toppling spell
uses up a spell slot one level higher than the spell's actual level.
Psionic Talent [Dreamscarred Press -

Ultimate Psionics, p.113]
Gain additional power points

You gain 2 power points.
Scribe Scroll [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.132]
You can create magic scrolls.

You can create a scroll of any spell that you know. Scribing a scroll takes 2 hours if
its base price is 250 gp or less, otherwise scribing a scroll takes 1 day for each 1,000
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gp in its base price. To scribe a scroll, you must use up raw materials costing half of
this base price. See the magic item creation rules in Chapter 15 for more information.
Alertness (Granted) [Paizo Inc. - Core

Rulebook, p.117]
You often notice things that others might miss.

You get a +2 bonus on Perception and Sense Motive skill checks. If you have 10 or
more ranks in one of these skills, the bonus increases to +4 for that skill.

Proficiencies
Club, Crossbow (Heavy), Crossbow (Light), Dagger, Grapple, Quarterstaff,
Shortspear, Spells (Ray), Spells (Touch), Splash Weapon, Unarmed Strike
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Psion Powers
LEVEL 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

KNOWN 3 5 2 — — — — — — —
PER DAY at will — — — — — — — — —

Concentration +9

LEVEL 0 / Per Day:0 / Caster Level:5
Power
Points

Name School Time Duration Range Source

0/1 Conceal Thoughts Telepathy [Mind-Affecting] 1 standard action 5 hours Close (35 ft.) UP:p.174

[Mental] TARGET: One willing creature; EFFECT: You conceal your motives. [SR:Yes (harmless); DC:14, Will negates (harmless)]

0/1 Telepathic Lash Telepathy (Compulsion) [Mind-Affecting] 1 standard action 1 round Close (35 ft.) UP:p.250

[Material, Mental] TARGET: One humanoid creature that has 4 HD or less; EFFECT: Humanoid creature of 4 HD or less loses next action. [SR:Yes; DC:14, Will negates]

0/1 Unearthly Terror Telepathy [Fear, Mind-Affecting, Network] 1 standard action 5 rounds Close (35 ft.) UP:p.255

[Mental] TARGET: One creature; EFFECT: Terrify an enemy with sustained images. [SR:Yes; DC:14, Will negates or Will partial (see text)]

LEVEL 1 / Per Day:0 / Caster Level:5
Power
Points

Name School Time Duration Range Source

1 Attraction Telepathy (Charm) [Mind-Affecting] 1 standard action 5 hours Close (35 ft.) UP:p.163

[Auditory] TARGET: One creature; EFFECT: Subject has an attraction you specify. [SR:Yes; DC:15, Will negates]

1 Energy Ray Psychokinesis [see text] 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (35 ft.) UP:p.196

[Auditory] TARGET: Ray; EFFECT: Deal 1d6 energy [cold, electricity, fire, or sonic] damage. [SR:Yes]

1 Hammer Psychometabolism 1 standard action Instantaneous Touch UP:p.210

[Auditory, Material] TARGET: Creature or creatures touched; see text; EFFECT: Melee touch attack deals 1d8/round. [SR:Yes]

1 Inertial Armor Psychokinesis [Force] 1 standard action 5 hours [D] Personal UP:p.213

[Visual; see text] TARGET: You; EFFECT: Tangible field of force provides you with +4 armor bonus to AC. [SR:No]

1 Vigor Psychometabolism 1 standard action 5 minutes Personal UP:p.256

[Material, Olfactory] TARGET: You; EFFECT: Gain 5 temporary hit points. [SR:No]

LEVEL 2 / Per Day:0 / Caster Level:5
Power
Points

Name School Time Duration Range Source

3 Sense Minds Telepathy [Mind-Affecting] 1 standard action Concentration, up to 5 minutes; see text 60 ft. UP:p.242

[Visual] TARGET: Cone-shaped emanation; EFFECT: Detect non-mindless creatures with pinpoint accuracy. [SR:No; DC:16, Will negates]

3 Share Pain Psychometabolism 1 standard action 5 hours [D] Touch; see text UP:p.243

[Material, Mental] TARGET: You and one willing creature, or two willing creatures; see text; EFFECT: Willing subject takes some of your damage. [SR:No]

* =Domain/Speciality Spell

Wizard Spells
LEVEL 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

PER DAY 4+0 3+1 — — — — — — — —
Concentration +5

LEVEL 0 / Per Day:4+0 / Caster Level:1
Name School Time Duration Range Source

❏❏❏❏❏*Acid Splash Conjuration, EarthSchool (Creation) [Acid] 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) CR:p.239

[V, S] TARGET: One missile of acid; EFFECT: You fire a small orb of acid at the target dealing 1d3 points of acid damage. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Arcane Mark Universal 1 standard action Permanent Touch CR:p.244

[V, S] TARGET: One personal rune or mark, all of which must fit within 1 sq. ft.; EFFECT: This spell allows you to inscribe your personal rune or mark. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Bleed Necromancy 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) CR:p.249

[V, S] TARGET: One living creature; EFFECT: You cause a living creature that is below 0 hit points but stabilized to resume dying. [SR:Yes; DC:14, Will negates]

❏❏❏❏❏Detect Magic Divination 1 standard action Concentration, up to 1 minutes [D] 60 ft. CR:p.267

[V, S] TARGET: Cone-shaped emanation; EFFECT: You detect magical auras. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Detect Poison Divination 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) CR:p.268

[V, S] TARGET: Or Area one creature, one object, or a 5-ft. cube; EFFECT: You determine whether a creature, object, or area has been poisoned or is poisonous. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Disrupt Undead Necromancy 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) CR:p.273

[V, S] TARGET: Ray; EFFECT: You direct a ray of positive energy dealing 1d6 points of damage to Undead. [SR:Yes]

❏❏❏❏❏Ghost Sound Illusion (Figment) 1 standard action 1 rounds [D] Close (25 ft.) CR:p.289

[V, S, M] TARGET: Illusory sounds; EFFECT: Ghost sound allows you to create a volume of sound that rises, recedes, approaches, or remains at a fixed place. [SR:No; DC:14, Will disbelief]

❏❏❏❏❏Haunted Fey Aspect Illusion (Glamer) 1 standard action 1 rounds [D] Personal UC:p.230

[S] TARGET: You; EFFECT: You surround yourself with disturbing illusions.

❏❏❏❏❏Mage Hand Transmutation 1 standard action Concentration Close (25 ft.) CR:p.306

[V, S] TARGET: One nonmagical, unattended object weighing up to 5 lbs.; EFFECT: You point your finger at an object and can lift it and move it at will from a distance. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Mending Transmutation [MetalSchool] 10 minutes Instantaneous 10 ft. CR:p.312

[V, S] TARGET: One object of up to 1 lb.; EFFECT: This spell repairs damaged objects, restoring 1d4 hit points to the object. [SR:Yes (harmless, object); DC:14, Will negates (harmless, object)]

❏❏❏❏❏Message Transmutation, AirSchool [Language-Dependent]1 standard action 10 minutes Medium (110 ft.) CR:p.313

[V, S, F] TARGET: 1 creatures; EFFECT: You can whisper messages and receive whispered replies. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Open/Close Transmutation 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) CR:p.317

[V, S, F] TARGET: Object weighing up to 30 lbs. or portal that can be opened or closed; EFFECT: You can open or close [your choice] a door, chest, box, window, bag, pouch, bottle, barrel, or other container. [SR:Yes (object); DC:14, Will negates
(object)]

❏❏❏❏❏Prestidigitation Universal 1 standard action 1 hour 10 ft. CR:p.325

[V, S] TARGET: See text; EFFECT: Prestidigitations are minor tricks that novice spellcasters use for practice. [SR:No; DC:14, See text]

❏❏❏❏❏Read Magic Divination 1 standard action 10 minutes Personal CR:p.330

[V, S, F] TARGET: You; EFFECT: You can decipher magical inscriptions on objects--books, scrolls, weapons, and the like--that would otherwise be unintelligible.

❏❏❏❏❏Resistance Abjuration 1 standard action 1 minute Touch CR:p.334

[V, S, M/DF] TARGET: Creature touched; EFFECT: You imbue the subject with magical energy that protects it from harm, granting it a +1 resistance bonus on saves. [SR:Yes (harmless); DC:14, Will negates (harmless)]

❏❏❏❏❏Touch of Fatigue Necromancy 1 standard action 1 rounds Touch CR:p.360

[V, S, M] TARGET: Creature touched; EFFECT: You channel negative energy through your touch, fatiguing the target. [SR:Yes; DC:14, Fortitude negates]

LEVEL 1 / Per Day:3+1 / Caster Level:1
Name School Time Duration Range Source

❏❏❏❏❏Break Transmutation 1 standard action Instantaneous Close (25 ft.) APG:p.207

[V, S, M (a twig)] TARGET: one Medium or smaller object; EFFECT: Gives an object the broken condition. [SR:Yes (object); DC:15, Fortitude negates (object)]

❏❏❏❏❏Color Spray Illusion (Pattern) [Mind-Affecting] 1 standard action Instantaneous; see text 15 ft. CR:p.256

[V, S, M] TARGET: Cone-shaped burst; EFFECT: A vivid cone of clashing colors springs forth from your hand, causing creatures to become stunned, perhaps also blinded, and possibly
knocking them unconscious. [SR:Yes; DC:15, Will negates]

* =Domain/Speciality Spell
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Wizard Spells
❏❏❏❏❏Detect Undead Divination 1 standard action Concentration, up to 1 minutes [D] 60 ft. CR:p.269

[V, S, M/DF] TARGET: Cone-shaped emanation; EFFECT: You can detect the aura that surrounds undead creatures. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Floating Disk Evocation [Force] 1 standard action 1 hours Close (25 ft.) CR:p.284

[V, S, M] TARGET: 3-ft.-diameter disk of force; EFFECT: You create a slightly concave, circular plane of force that follows you about and carries loads for you. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏*Grease Conjuration, EarthSchool (Creation) 1 standard action 1 minutes [D] Close (25 ft.) CR:p.291

[V, S, M] TARGET: One object or 10-ft. square; EFFECT: A grease spell covers a solid surface with a layer of slippery grease. [SR:No; DC:15, See text]

❏❏❏❏❏Magic Missile Evocation [Force] 1 standard action Instantaneous Medium (110 ft.) CR:p.309

[V, S] TARGET: Up to five creatures, no two of which can be more than 15 ft. apart; EFFECT: 1 missiles that do 1d4+1 damage each. [SR:Yes]

❏❏❏❏❏*Mount Conjuration (Summoning) 1 round 2 hours [D] Close (25 ft.) CR:p.315

[V, S, M] TARGET: One mount; EFFECT: You summon a light horse or a pony [your choice] to serve you as a mount. [SR:No]

❏❏❏❏❏Reduce Person Transmutation 1 round 1 minutes [D] Close (25 ft.) CR:p.330

[V, S, M] TARGET: One humanoid creature; EFFECT: This spell causes instant diminution of a humanoid creature, halving its height, length, and width and dividing its weight by 8. [SR:Yes; DC:15, Fortitude negates]

❏❏❏❏❏*Unseen Servant Conjuration (Creation) 1 standard action 1 hours Close (25 ft.) CR:p.364

[V, S, M] TARGET: One invisible, mindless, shapeless servant; EFFECT: An unseen servant is an invisible, mindless, shapeless force that performs simple tasks at your command. [SR:No]

* =Domain/Speciality Spell
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Yvan
Elan
RACE

40
AGE

Male
GENDER

VISION

Lawful Neutral
ALIGNMENT

Right
DOMINANT HAND

5' 7"
HEIGHT

174 lbs.
WEIGHT

Brown
EYE COLOUR

Fair
SKIN COLOUR

Salt n Pepper, Unkempt
HAIR / HAIR STYLE

PHOBIAS

,
PERSONALITY TRAITS

INTERESTS

,
SPOKEN STYLE / CATCH PHRASE

RESIDENCE

LOCATION

None
REGION

DEITY

Humanoid
Race Type

Race Sub Type

Description:
Biography:
Yvan is so caught up in his own inner monologue that he forgets to live his own life. He understands sentimentality and morals but

only in an academic sense, making him sociopathic but not cruel. He believes good is preferable to evil, but doesn't believe that "doing
what's right" is a sensible method of making decisions. He firmly believes that no knowledge should be off-limits, and so he's just as
comfortable with necromancy as he is with any other type of magic.
 
Like most Elans he can't remember much before undergoing the transformation ritual, and he doesn't see any need to. He's perfectly

happy to place bets on a fight to the death between slaves, but will lose the plot at the sight of a burning book. He's handsome enough
but isn't interested in women unless they've got something interesting to say.
 
After the transformation ritual Yvan stayed with other Elan's leaning to master basic psionic powers, but the more he learned about

psionics, the more he became interested in the mysteries of the arcane. Moving into human society, neither hiding his nature nor
advertizing it, he began training as a wizard. But his teachers always seemed dull to him, set in their ways and unable to think critically
about long held, but mistaken, doctrines. He has become increasingly interested in the outer planes as a potential source of knowledge
but has yet to solve the practical problems of doing deals with outsiders.
 
He seeks afventure both to expand his knowledge, and to aquire riches to expand it yet further. He has no great wish to change

the world, he wants merely to understand it, and while appearing to others as mercinary, he sees himself as dedicated to the highest
possible goal.
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